MEDICAL TRANSLATION SERVICE

Request a Free quote for your medical translation project now!
With the development of medical science, there’re varieties of medicine,
the usage of which is more and more speciﬁc, also the medical culture
communication among countries spreads more and more widely. Thus,
medical translation plays a very important role in the translation ﬁeld.
Why it matters
Medical translation is of very strong profession, the meaning of the word
is strictly limited by the collocation words and context. Therefore, it
should be made corresponding change and lexical processing to make
the text be precise and complete, scientiﬁc and standard.
Why we are good
•Rich Experience
CCJK has engaged in many diﬃcult documents in medical translation,
please refer to some companies CCJK has translated for as below:
Astra Zeneca
Abbott
Parkway Group Healthcare
GE Healthcare
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Kodak Medical Imaging
Agilent Medical Device
•Professional Medical Translators
CCJK has the special medical translators team for medical translation, all
of them are highly educated with medical background on graduate
degree or bachelor degree, have good language skills and plenty of
experience for over ﬁve years. So they can undertake diﬃcult tasks with
high level of requirements.
•Three Processes for Medical Translation Service
We will not only perform a one-time translation step, but also we will add
two processes to proofread & review, to assure the translation is errorfree and of the highest possible standard. This means we will assign at
least 3 linguists to the project: we translate from scratch by a linguist,
then pass the translated documents to another editor for reviewing, and
ﬁnally to a 3rd proofreader for polishing.
•Customer-oriented Philosophy
CCJK always insists on quality ﬁrst, integrity-based, customer-oriented
philosophy to complete the tasks at fast speed with high eﬃciency, as
each member was ever trained specially, if the client requires urgent
delivery, CCJK can work overtime to make all eﬀorts to meet the time.
And CCJK always do a good job in pre-sale and after- sales service.
Submit your Medical Translation project now!
Contact us for more info on Medical translation service or request a free
quote.
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Conﬁdentiality
We fully understand that conﬁdentiality is of critical concern to you and
your business partners and oﬀer top privacy guidelines for our medical
translation services.
As a professional medical translation company, CCJK oﬀer superior
medical translation services in the following subject ﬁelds:
•Cardiology
•Dentistry
•Health Care
•Instruments
•Pharmaceuticals
Languages
Simpliﬁed Chinese, Traditional Chinese, Korean, Japanese, English,
German, Spanish, Portuguese, Arabic, Austrian, Bengali, Bulgarian,
Burmese, Catalan, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Estonian, Finnish,
French, Georgian, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Hmong, Hungarian, Indonesian,
Italian, Kazakh, Khmer, Lao, Latvian, Lithuania, Malay, Malayalam,
Norwegian, Persian(Farsi), Polish, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak,
Slovenian, Somali, Swedish, Tagalog, Tamil, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian,
Urdu, Uzbek, Vietnamese and 398 more Languages!
CCJK adhering to good faith, striving for perfection, will be with excellent
quality and preferential price to look forward to working with you for your
cooperation! Trust CCJK, Trust Yourself!
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